


WELCOME TO THE NEXT GENERATION OF SISSY CONTROL

State of the Art 
Sissy-Style Chastity Belt

Un-penetrable

Digitally Locked
via Portable Device or Server

Un-relenting

Remote Controlled
via Proprietary Software

Un-breakable

Shemale Sheath with Electrodes
for Pleasure and Pain Training

Un-forgiving

Flexi-Rear
for Easy Access

Un-believable

Waterproof
Allowing Bathing and Urination

Un-pickable

Low Waist and Smooth Front
for easy concealment

Un-bearable

THE FUTURE IS HERE

Traps the testicles
in the inguinal canal

and tucks him up tight.

Internal diodes and 
bio-feedback allow for 
infinite training options.

Different models
available for your

aesthetic pleasure.

F UCK 
THIS

F UCK ING
THING!

Tori
The digital Locks

take T W O

different digital 

signals to open.  

 We’l l need 

2
fucking control lers

Goddamn She’s hot!

Fuck I’m horny!

It’s a fucking guy Tori!
             Don’t be a slut!

I don’t fucking  care anymore!
I’d fuck just about anything if I could 

just get this goddamn belt off!



THE SETUP
Once the two digital locks click shut, trapping a Sissy’s 
‘penis’ in the sheath and trapping his testicles up inside of 
him, the Sissy-Link software begins it’s automatic wireless 
sync with the Melandren Network.  Within seconds 
the red led on the front panel should flash orange five 
times, causing waves of helpless pleasure to wash over 
the Sissy.  Most of them will collapse the first time this 
happens, with jelly knees and helpless whimpers.  With 
the pleasure sensor synced, the red light will then flash 
five times.  This is syncing the pain sensor, causing your 
Sissy to receive five short (but extreme) shocks.  

Diagnostics will then run, checking to make sure that 
the bio-feedback system is connected.  At this point it is 
checking the Sissy’s heart-rate, GPS location and arousal 
level.  Once synced, the built in speaker will announce 
that the Sissy Sync is complete in a pleasant female voice.  
Most Sissy’s become alarmed that a voice is coming from 
between their legs, so be prepared for an amusing sight.

The light on the display will then turn solid green 
indicating that everything is functionally perfectly.  
Should the green LED not light, or blink continuously, 
then you will need to restrain your Sissy and then start 
the process over again.

The chastity belt is shower safe and allows for urination, 
so removal is only needed once a week for deep cleaning.
It is recommended that you restrain the Sissy for this 
process to prevent orgasm.  The Melandren Corporation 
forbids true orgasms for Sissies so it is very important to 
have them bathed by a qualified supervisor.
 

There are many features to take into account when setting up your Sissy-Link account.  
Right from the start, Sissies are assigned a profile called ‘Default’.  This is identical to 
the settings that the Melandren Corporation uses on the thousands of Sissies already in 
the Sissy-Link Network.  This establishes a default set of rules and conditions for your 
Sissy along with a well-tested punishment/reward criteria for offenses.  Check your 
Melandren Chastity Belt Manual for an exact list of criteria / reward /punishments.

Right from the start, your Sissy will have to keep her heels at least two inches from 
the floor at all time.  This is easily adjusted later in the ‘Heel’ section of the Sissy-Link 
interface.

GPS is instantly established and a wireless search for nearby compatible security camer-
as is automated.  In addition, the Sissy is registered with the Sissy-Link Network in case 
she attempts escape, or is misplaced. 
Your Sissy is (by default) required to 
burn 1000 Active Calories per day.   This 
has checkpoints throughout the day and 
should the Sissy fall behind, her belt will 
alert her with a verbal warning.  If she 
fails to hit the Calorie Goal, you will be 
alerted and the Sissy will receive a shock 
every five minutes until the appropriate 
amount of calories have been burned. 

The Default Sissy-Link setting is also set-
up to randomly arouse the Sissy.  How 
often is randomized by default between 
two and ten minutes.  You can adjust 
this range in your Sissy-Link app.  This 
arousal brings the Sissy to the edge of 
orgasm.  The stimulation is also ran-
domized to prevent Sissies getting accus-
tomed or immune to the arousal.  You 
can check their arousal level on your 
device, or simply observe how wet they 
become between their legs.

    T   ~  I think 
this is what we

need to know



In order to unlock the belt for cleaning, two devices will be needed.  Each of the digital 
locks require a separate device to operate.  Be aware that you must be at least five feet 
away from ANY Sissy-Link Chastity Device for the unlock mechanism to work.  This 
prevents any Sissy from unlocking themselves or anyone else. 

Every Melandren Belt now comes setup with the ‘BFF Mode’.  Sissies can be assigned a 
Best Friend for a period of time.  This requires them to keep their belts within a defined 
radius of each other.  The default distance is two feet, but this can be adjusted as you see 
fit.  In BFF Mode, if  a Sissy’s belt is more than the default distance away, it will shock 
both sluts until they are within range.  Should their belts touch, they are rewarded with 
pleasure.  This is an ideal setting to establish for sleepovers, or reluctant Sissies.  It is 
oftentimes used as a teaching tool, such as the picture to the left.  These girls are neck-
cuffed just out of BFF range and have to constantly work to keep close enough together 
to avoid constant pain.

Each belt has settings that can easily be implemented to encourage Sissy behavior.  You 
can define what kind of walk you wish them to have, ranging from ‘Swishy’ to ‘Slutty’.  
You can set a radius of how far their ass has to sway with each step.  You can even assign 
a ‘crawl’ mode requiring them to be no more than two feet from the ground at all times.

  

Bambi and Jasmine
want to be BFFs

so badly...

THE BFF SETTING WORKS FOR UP TO 10 SISSIES

SO HOT!

and so scary

I think that’s
Min-Le

Haven’t seen
her in months!



SHARED
No F UCK ING

W A Y Shit!  That’s why I keep
getting zapped!

F UCK YOU BI TCH!
        When I get out of here

I’m gonna put this bitch
                          in one of these

                                  
         things!



We gotta get out T

Theyre gonna give

us tits like this soon



They got me
        doin   
       fuckin
      ballet T

Built in Speaker
Bitches



T
I’m being sent to

the auction tomorrow
If you ever get out
pleasepleaseplease

find me

Its al la  fuckin game
          to them!


